
2016 SWD Fall Convention
The Southwestern District of the Barbershop Harmony Society

Quartet Event Photography Package: Quartet semi-finals on Friday. Formal 
shots of quartets will be done off stage after they perform their contest set. An 
event photography package consists of: 4ea  (one for each member) 8x10 prints 
of the formal posed image plus a CD of their images generously photographed 
with a 2nd photographer during their performance. All image files are in 8x10 size 
at printable quality with a copyright lease so they can print themselves and use in 
any means of electric publishing to promote themselves. Candid shots of the 
Quartet Finals and The Show of Champions (if they are on stage) will be added to 
their CD. The master CD will be mailed along with the 4 prints to designated 
Quartet contact. Please order online or have a check or credit card ready at 
photography time.

Quartet Event Photography Package:  $60 + 4.95 sales tax = $64.95

If you pay on line just print out the order form as your receipt and bring to check 
in. We will also have a record.

We will be able to take your payment and order form at your session time.
To go smoothly Quartets need to be prepared to order when they pose for 
their formal Portraits Friday night.

This is a great opportunity to use our event photography special pricing
to promote yourself. You will be able to use your generous photographed performance on 
your CD covers, web presence or any of the social media sites.

Because all the performances will be ordering their respective packages that allows us to 
capture the moment and provide a quality product. Last years event is still on-line 

Event Photography Package 

Link:http://photographybyholmberg.zenfolio.com/p630859041

Last year’s Photos: http://photographybyholmberg.zenfolio.com/f178153747
Stay in key and I’ll stay in focus, 
Edward  

Edward Holmberg
3803 Gaspar Dr.
Dallas, TX. 75220

www.HolmbergPhotography.com
edward@holmbergphotography.com
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